PINE MEADOW RANCH CENTER FOR ARTS AND AGRICULTURE

TENT CABIN

Located next to Whychus Creek, the Tent Cabin is a unique studio. Three of the structure's walls are constructed of a heavy duty tarpaulin, similar to those of a yurt, creating a light-filled, uplifting and inspirational space that is perfect for peaceful and productive work.

**Studio Amenities:**
- Removable back wall
- Canvas pinboard for project planning

**Dimensions**
- 11'0" Ceiling
- 7'5"
- 15'0"
- 11'8"

**Special Features**
- Standalone studio space for maximum privacy
- View of Whychus Creek
- Removable back wall
- Big windows provide natural light

**This Space is Ideal For:**
- Dry mediums, unless willing to work outdoors
- Outdoor-inspired creators

**Not ADA Accessible**
- No Sink in Studio
- No WiFi Internet
- Extension Cord Power & Heat
- Restroom Nearby
DAIRY BARN

SPECIAL FEATURES
- Tall ceilings, voluminous space
- Former music studio with great acoustics
- Rustic wood ceilings, walls, and floors
- Stage and curtains

DIMENSIONS
- 25'0" Ceiling
- 11'0" Width
- 66'0" Length
- 14'0" Height
- Stage: 22'0"

A BIG space superb for band practice, laying out stage directions, painting a grand piece, or anything in between. Outfitted with a stage, curtains, and great acoustics from its former days as a music studio.

Please note: this space is located up 20 steps with no elevator access.

THIS SPACE IS IDEAL FOR:
- Musicians and directors
- Creators desiring tall ceilings and a large space
- Dry mediums, unless willing to lay tarp

No WiFi Internet  Full Power  Not ADA Accessible  Restroom Nearby  No Sink in Studio
Located on the second story of Hammond House, this upstairs studio offers wrap-around views of Whychus Creek, mountain peaks, and acres of fields and forests. As the studio is situated in the communal living space, artists working in this space will be asked to respect communal quiet hours.
HAMMOND HOUSE - DOWNSTAIRS

SPECIAL FEATURES
- Located off the common living space
- Original architectural features
- Interior and exterior entrances
- Big windows provide natural light

DIMENSIONS
- Ceiling: 9'6"
- 27'7"
- 14'4"

Located in Hammond House, PMR’s communal living space, the Downstairs Studio offers access to your creative space without having to step outside. As the studio is situated in the communal living space, artists working in this space will be asked to respect quiet hours.

THIS SPACE IS IDEAL FOR:
- Quiet, dry mediums
- Creators desiring close proximity to living space

- WiFi Internet
- Full Power
- Not ADA Accessible
- Restroom in Building
- No Sink in Studio
TACK ROOM

SPECIAL FEATURES
- Fibers studio with looms
- Standalone studio space for maximum privacy
- Overlooks pasture with rotating livestock
- Ranch architecture

DIMENSIONS
- Ceiling: 8'0"
- 35'6" x 10'10"

THIS SPACE IS IDEAL FOR:
- Fiber artists
- Outdoor-inspired creators
- Creators looking to maximize privacy

Formerly housing horse care equipment, this renovated private studio now offers fiber artists a peaceful place to focus on their craft.

Studio Amenities:
- Tapestry loom
- Basic weaving supplies
- Basic spinning supplies

No WiFi Internet | Full Power | Not ADA Accessible | No Restroom in Studio | No Sink in Studio
PINE MEADOW RANCH CENTER FOR ARTS AND AGRICULTURE

OLD SHOP

SPECIAL FEATURES
- Rustic wood interior and exterior
- Floor to ceiling tack board
- Roll-up garage door for outdoor work
- Rustic ranch architecture

DIMENSIONS

13'2" Ceiling
8'2"

28'9"
15'0"

Situated in the center of the PMR campus, the renovated Old Shop features tall ceilings, lots of nature light and rustic wall and ceiling fixtures.

Studio Amenities:
- Sink
- Roll-up garage door (6'2" x 6'8"
- 8ft-tall tack board for pinning

THIS SPACE IS IDEAL FOR:
- Wet or messy mediums
- Creators who want proximity to ranch operations

No WiFi Internet  Full Power  Not ADA Accessible  Restroom Nearby  No sink in studio
PICKLE ROOM

Located next to the Kiln Room, the Pickle Room is a cozy space great for ceramicists and other wet mediums, and features big windows that offer lots of natural light.

**Studio Amenities:**
- Basic sculpting tools
- 8ft tall pin board

**THIS SPACE IS IDEAL FOR:**
- Ceramicists
- Wet or messy mediums

**DIMENSIONS**
- Ceiling: 7'9"
- 15'8" x 11'1"

**SPECIAL FEATURES**
- Private studio for wet mediums
- Big windows provide natural light
- Located next to the Kiln Room
- Ceramics and sculpting supplies

**NOTES:** No WiFi Internet, Full Power, Not ADA Accessible, Restroom Nearby, Sink in Studio
KILN ROOM

Home to the campus kiln, the Kiln Room is a studio space as well as a shared workspace for ceramicists. The studio retains the architecture from its former days as the ranch stanchions.

**Studio Amenities:**
- Kiln
- 30+ dry clay minerals
- Sculpting tools

**THIS SPACE IS IDEAL FOR:**
- Ceramicists
- Wet or messy mediums

**DIMENSIONS**

- **Ceiling:** 11'0"
- **Height:** 9'0"
- **Length:** 30'4"
- **Width:** 13'8"

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

- Home to the PMR Kiln
- Rustic ranch architecture
- Rolling barn door entrance
- Frequent stop for Winston the Cat

**ADDITIONAL FEATURES**

- No WiFi Internet
- Full Power
- Not ADA Accessible
- Restroom Nearby
- No Sink in Studio
STUDIO 6000

SPECIAL FEATURES

- Shared printmaking workspace
- State of the art print presses
- Explore the community of Sisters, OR
- Get to know local artists

Studio 6000 is a shared printmaking workspace in the Sisters Makers District, located approx. 1.5 miles from the PMR campus. Member artists work in monoprint, collagraph, linocut, woodcut and more.

Learn more about Studio 6000 at www.facebook.com/Studio6000Printmakers

THIS SPACE IS IDEAL FOR:

- Printmakers

- WiFi Internet
- Full Power
- Not ADA Accessible
- Restroom in Studio
- Sink in Studio